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ABSTRACT

In this paper we discussed about semi simple near fields generating efficiently from algebraic K-theory by defining  
required fundamental definitions, algorithms wherever necessary from near rings concept explained clearly by Gunter  
Pilz. Here we extended the concepts and derived some results on and applicable to semi simple near fields, simple near  
field algebras, near field invariants and near field centralizers keeping precisely under section 1 to section 5.
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION - SEMI SIMPLE NEAR FIELDS

Definition 1.1: A near field N with 1 is a semi simple, or Left semi simple to be precise. If the free left N-module  
underlying N is a sum of simple N-module.

\[ \sum M_i = N \]

N -modules

[Diagram Fig. 1]

Definition 1.2: A near field N with 1 is simple or left simple to be precise, if N is semi simple and any two simple left  
ideals (i.e., any two simple left sub near fields of N) are isomorphic.

[Diagram Fig. 2]
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Note 1.3: A near field $N$ is semi simple if and only if there exists a near field $S$ and semi simple $S$-module $M$ of finite length such that $N \cong \text{End}_S(M)$.

Lemma 1.4: Every semi simple near field is Artinian.

Proposition 1.5: Let $N$ be a semi simple near field. Then $N$ is isomorphic to a finite direct product $\Pi N_i$ for all $i=1, 2, ... n$ where each $N_i$ is a simple near field.

Proposition 1.6: Let $N$ be a simple near field. Then there exists a division field $D$ and a positive integer $n$ such that $N \cong M_n(D)$.

Definition 1.7: Let $N$ be a near field with $1$. Define radical of $N$ to be the intersection of all maximal left ideals of $N$. The above defined definition uses left $N$-modules emphasized by me that $\eta$ is the left radical of near field $N$.

Proposition 1.8: The radical of a semi simple near field is zero.

Proposition 1.9: Let $N$ be a simple near field. Then $N$ has no non-trivial two sided ideals and its radical is zero.

Proposition 1.10: Let $N$ be an Artinian near field whose radical is zero. Then $N$ is semi simple near field in particular, if $N$ has no non-trivial two sided ideal, Then $N$ is simple near field.

Note 1.11: The standard definition for a near field to be a semi simple is that “Its radical is zero” i.e., $\eta = 0$ Implies $\bigcap M_i = 0$, where $\eta$ is radical near field.

Example 1.12: Let $Z$ is not a semi simple near field and the radical of $Z$ is zero, Let $N$ be a simple near field and then $N$ has no non-trivial two sided ideal is true in $N$.

SECTION 2: MAIN RESULTS ON SEMI SIMPLE AND SIMPLE NEAR FIELD ALGEBRAS

In this section, I studied about Algebras of simple near fields and derived some results in the form of propositions and theorems of course with the help of proving lemmas and fundamental definitions.

Proposition 2.1: Let $K$ be a field. Let $P$ be a central simple near field algebras over $K$ and Let $Q$ be simple near field $K$-algebra. Then $P \otimes_K Q$ is a simple near field $K$-algebra. Moreover $Z(P \otimes_K Q) = Z(Q)$. i.e., every element of the center of $P \otimes_K Q$ has the form $1 \otimes q$ for a unique element $q \in Z(Q)$. In particular, $P \otimes_K Q$ is a central simple near field algebra over $K$ if both $P$ and $Q$ are.

Proof: Let us assume for simplicity of exposition that $\dim_K (Q) < \infty$.

The proof works for the element $x = \sum p_i \otimes q_i \in P \otimes_K Q$ for $i=1, 2, ...$ let $p_i \in P$ and $q_i \in Q$. Let I be any ideal or sub near field in $P \otimes_K Q$, let $x$ be a non-zero element of I of minimal length. After re-labelling the $q_i$ s we may and do assume that $x$ has the form $x = 1 \otimes b_i + \sum a_i$ for $i=2, 3, ... , r$.

Let us consider $[p \otimes 1, x] \in I$ with $p \in P$ whose length is less than the length of $x$.

So $[p \otimes 1, x] = 0$ for all $p \in P$. i.e., $[p_i,p_i] = 0$ for all $p \in P$ and $i=2, 3, ... , r$. In other words, $p_i \in K$ for all $i=2, 3, ... , r$.

Write $p_i = \lambda_i \in K$ and $x = 1 \otimes q \in I$ where $q = q_1 + \lambda_2 q_2 + \ldots + \lambda_r q_r \in Q$, $q = 0$.

Hence, $I \otimes QqQ \subseteq I$. since, $Q$ is simple near field, we have $QqQ = Q$ and so $I = P \otimes_K Q$. we have shown that $P \otimes_K Q$ is simple near field algebras.
Let \( x = \sum p_i \otimes q_i \in Z(P \otimes K) \) with \( p_1,p_2,\ldots,p_r \in P \) we have \( U = [ p \otimes 1, x ] = \sum [ p,p_i ] \otimes q_i \) for all \( p \in P \).

Hence \( p_i \in Z(P) = K \) for \( i = 1,2,\ldots,r \) and \( x = 1 \otimes q \) for some \( q \in Q \). The condition that \( 0 = [ 1 \otimes y, x ] \) for all \( y \in Q \) implies that \( y \in Z(Q) \) and hence \( x = 1 \otimes Z(Q) \). This completes the Proof of the proposition.

Corollary 2.2: Let \( P \) be a finite dimensional simple near field algebras over a filed \( K \), and let \( n = \text{dim}_K(P) \). If \( P \) is a central simple near field algebras over \( K \), then \( P \otimes_K P^{sep} \rightarrow \text{End}_K(P) \cong M_d(K) \). Conversely, if \( P \otimes_K P^{sep} \rightarrow \text{End}_K(P) \), then \( P \) is a central simple near field algebras over \( K \).

Proof: Suppose that \( P \) is a central near field algebra over \( K \). By proposition 2.1, \( P \otimes_K P^{sep} \) is a central simple near field algebras over \( K \). Let us consider a mapping, \( \alpha : P \otimes_K P^{sep} \rightarrow \text{End}_K(P) \) which sends \( x \otimes y \) to the element \( u \mapsto x u y \in \text{End}_K(P) \). The source of \( \alpha \) is simple by known proposition 2.1, so \( \alpha \) is injective mapping because it is clearly non-trivial. Hence it is an isomorphism because the source and the target have the same dimension over field \( K \).

Conversely, suppose that \( P \otimes_K P^{sep} \rightarrow \text{End}_K(P) \) and \( I \) is a proper ideal of \( A \). Then the image of \( I \otimes_K P^{sep} \) in \( \text{End}_K(P) \) is a sub near filed and ideal of \( \text{End}_K(P) \) which does not contain \( \text{Id}_P \). So \( P \) is a simple near field \( K \)-Algebra. Let us define \( L : = Z(P) \), then the image of the canonical mapping \( P \otimes_K P^{sep} \) in \( \text{End}_K(P) \) lies in the sub-algebra \( \text{End}_L(P) \), hence \( L = K \). This completes the Proof of the corollary.

Lemma 2.3: Let \( D \) be a finite dimensional central simple near field filed over an algebraically closed near field \( K \) then \( D = K \).

Corollary 2.4: The dimension of any central simple near field algebra over a near filed \( K \) is a perfect square.

Lemma 2.5: Let \( P \) be a finite dimensional central simple near field algebras over a near field \( K \). Let \( F \subseteq P \) be an “over-field” of \( K \) contained in \( P \), then \( [ F : K ] / [ P : K ]^{1/2} \). In particular if \( [F : K] = [ P : K] \), then \( F \) is a maximal sub - near field of \( P \).

Proof: Write \([P : K] = n^2, [F : K] = d \). Multiplication on the left defines an embedding \( P \otimes_K F \rightarrow \text{End}_F(P) \).

So, \( n^2 = [ P \otimes_K F] \) divides \([\text{End}_F(P) : F] = (n^2/d)^2 \), i.e., \( d^2/n^2 \). So \( d \) divides \( n \). This completes the Proof of the lemma.

SECTION 3: MAIN RESULTS ON SEMI SIMPLE AND SIMPLE NEAR FIELD ALGEBRAS

Lemma 3.1: Let \( P \) be a finite dimensional central simple near field algebras over \( K \) near filed \( K \), if \( F \subseteq P \) be an near field of \( K \), and \( [ F : K] = [ P : K]^{1/2} \) .

Proof: Since \( F \) is a maximal sub near field of \( P \), consider the natural map \( \alpha : P \otimes_K F \rightarrow \text{End}_K(P) \), which is injective because \( P \otimes_K F \) is simple near field and \( \alpha \) is non trivial. Since the dimension of \( \alpha \) is equal to \( n^2 \), \( \alpha \) is an isomorphism.

Proposition 3.2: Let \( P \) be a central semi simple near field algebras over a near field \( K \). Then there exists a finite separable semi simple near filed extension \( F / K \) such that \( P \otimes_K F \cong M_d(N) \), where \( n = [ P : K]^{1/2} \).

Proof: It suffices to show that \( \otimes_K F \cong M_d(N) \). By Weddurburn’s theorem, we know that \( P \cong M_d(D) \), where \( D \) is a central division algebra over \( K \). Write \( n = md \) and \( [ D : K] = d^2 \), \( d \in \mathbb{N} \). Suppose that \( D \not\cong K \), i.e., \( d > 1 \). The char (\( K \)) = \( p > 0 \), and every element of \( D \) is purely inseparable over \( K \). There exists a power \( q \) of \( p \) such that \( x^q \in K \) for every element \( x \) in \( D \). Then for the central semi simple near filed algebra \( B := D \otimes_K (K^{q^d}) \cong M_d(K^{q^d}) \), we have \( y^q \) belongs to \( K^{q^d} \) for every \( y \in B \) \( \cong M_d(K^{q^d}) \). The last statement is clearly false , since \( d > 1 \) This completes the Proof of the proposition.

Theorem 3.3: Let \( Q \) be a finite dimensional central semi simple near - fields algebras over a near field \( K \). Let \( \psi : P \longrightarrow P_2 \) be a \( K \) – linear isomorphism of \( K\)-algebra. Then there exists an element \( t \in Q^* \) such that \( \theta(y) = t^y \) for \( y \) in \( P_1 \).

Proof: Consider the semi simple near field \( K\)-algebra \( N := Q \otimes_K P_1^{sep} \), and two \( N\)-module structures on the \( K\)-vector space \( V \) underlying \( B \): an element \( u \otimes a \) with \( u \in Q \) and \( a \in P_1^{sep} \) operates either as \( b \mapsto ub(a) \) for all \( b \in V \), or as \( b \mapsto ub(\phi)(a) \) for all \( b \in V \). Hence there exists a \( \psi \in GL_K(V) \) such that \( \psi(uba) = u \psi(b) \phi(a) \) for all \( u, b \in B \) and all \( a \in P_1 \). One can check easily that \( \psi(1) \in Q^* \) if \( u \in Q \) and \( u \cdot \psi(1) \) for every \( a \in P_1 \). This completes the Proof of the theorem.
Theorem 3.4: Let Q be a K-algebra and let P be a finite dimensional central simple K-sub-algebra of Q. Then the natural homomorphism \( \alpha : P \otimes K ZB(A) \rightarrow Q \) is an isomorphism.

Proof: Passing from K to \( K^{\text{alg}} \), we may add do assume that \( P \cong M_n(K) \), and we fix an isomorphism \( A \rightarrow M_n(K) \).

Firstly, we show that \( \alpha \) is surjective. Given an element \( b \in Q \), define elements \( b_{ij} \in Q \) for \( 1 \leq i, j \leq n \) by \( b_{ij}:= \sum_{k=1}^{n} e_{ki} b_{kj} e_{ji} \), where \( e_{ki} \) belongs to \( M_n(K) \) is the \( n \times n \) matrix whose \( (k, i) \) entry is equal to 1 and all other entries equal to 0. One can check that each \( b_{ij} \) commutes with all elements of \( P = M_n(K) \). The following computation shows that \( \alpha \) is surjective.

\[
\sum_{i,j=1}^{n} b_{ij} e_{ji} = \sum_{i,j=1}^{n} e_{ij} b_{ji} = b
\]

Suppose that \( 0 = \sum_{i,j=1}^{n} b_{ij} e_{ji} \) for all \( 1 \leq i, j \leq n \). Then \( 0 = \sum_{k=1}^{n} e_{ki} (\sum_{i,j=1}^{n} b_{ij} e_{ji}) e_{mk} = b_{lm} \forall 0 \leq l, m \leq n \).

Hence \( \alpha \) is injective. This completes the Proof of the theorem.

Theorem 3.5: Let Q be finite dimensional central semi simple near-field algebra over a field K, and let P be a semi simple near-field K-sub-algebra of Q. Then \( Z_Q(P) \) is semi simple near-field and \( Z_Q(Z_Q(P)) = P \).

Proof: Let \( C = \text{End}_K(P) \cong M_n(K) \), where \( n = [P:K] \). Inside the central semi simple near-field K-algebra \( Q \otimes K C \) we have two semi simple near-field K-sub-algebras, \( P \otimes K K \) and \( K \otimes K P \), here the right factor of \( K \otimes K P \) is the image of \( P \) in \( C = \text{End}_K(P) \) under left multiplication. Clearly these two semi simple near-field K-sub-algebras \( Q \otimes K C \) isomorphic, since both are isomorphic to P as a K-algebra. By Noether-Skolem these two sub-algebras are conjugate in \( Q \otimes K C \) by a suitable element of \( (Q \otimes K C)^x \), therefore their centralizers i.e., respective double centralizers in \( Q \otimes K C \) are conjugate, hence isomorphic.

Let’s compute the centralizers first: \( Z_{Q \otimes K C}(P \otimes K K) = Z_Q(P) \otimes K C \), While \( Z_{Q \otimes K C}(K \otimes K P) = Q \otimes K P^{opp} \).

Since \( Q \otimes K P^{opp} \) is central semi simple near-field over K, so is \( Z_Q(P) \otimes K C \). Hence \( Z_Q(P) \) is semi simple near-field.

We compute the double centralizers: \( Z_{Q \otimes K C}(Q \otimes K C(P \otimes K K)) = Z_{Q \otimes K C}(Z_Q(P) \otimes K C) = Z_Q(Z_Q(P)) \otimes K K \),

While \( Z_{Q \otimes K C}(Z_{Q \otimes K C}(P \otimes K K)) = Z_{Q \otimes K C}(Q \otimes K P^{opp}) = K \otimes K P \)

So \( Z_Q(Z_Q(P)) \) is isomorphic to P as K-algebras. Since \( P \subseteq Z_Q(Z_Q(P)) \), the inclusion is an equality.

This completes the Proof of the theorem.

SECTION 4: SOME INVARIANTS ON SEMI SIMPLE AND SIMPLE NEAR FIELD ALGEBRAS

In this section, I studied invariants on semi simple near field algebras and simple near filed algebras.
Recall the \([Q: P]\) is the P - rank of Qs, where Qs is free left P-module underlying is free left P-module underlying Q.

**Note 4.4:** Let \(P \subset Q \subset R\) be inclusion of semi simple near field a algebras over a near field K. Then
\[
I(R,P) = i(R,Q) i(Q,A), \ h(R,P) = h(R,Q) h(Q,P) \quad \text{and} \quad [R:P] = [R:Q][Q:A].
\]

**Lemma 4.5:** Let K be an algebraically closed semi simple near field. Let Q be a finite dimensional semi simple K-algebra, and let P be a semi simple K-sub-algebra of Q. Let M be a semi simple P-module, and let N be a semi simple Q-module.
(i) \(N\) contains \(M\) as a left P-module.
(ii) the following equalities hold good.
\[
\dim_K (\text{Hom}_Q(Q \otimes_P M, N)) = \dim_K (\text{Hom}_P (M, N)) = \dim_K (\text{Hom}_Q (N, \text{Hom}_P (Q, M))
\]
(iii) Assume in addition that P is simple. Then \(i(Q, P) = h(Q, P)\).

**Proof:** Statements (i) and (ii) are easy and the statement (iii) follows from the first equality in (ii). This completes the proof.

**Lemma 4.6:** Let P be a semi simple near field algebra over a field K. Let M be a non-trivial finitely generated left P-module, and Let \(P' := \text{End}_P (M)\). Then length \(P (M) = \text{length}_P (P')\), where \(P'\) is the left \(P'\)-module underlying \(P'\).

**Proof:** Write \(M \cong U^n\), where U is a semi simple P-module. Then \(P' \cong M_n (D)\), where D: = is End \(P\) (U) is division algebra. So length \(P' (P') = n = \text{length}_P (M)\). This completes the proof of lemma.

**SECTION 5: SOME CENTRALIZERS ON SEMI SIMPLE AND SIMPLE NEAR FIELD ALGEBRAS**

In this section, I studied Centralizers on semi simple near field algebras and simple near field algebras.

**Theorem 5.1:** Let K be a semi simple near filed. Let Q be a finite dimensional central semi simple near filed algebra over K. Let P be a semi simple near field K-sub-algebra of Q, and let \(P' := Z_Q(P)\). Let \(L := Z(P) = Z(P')\). Then the following holds good.
[i] \(P'\) is a semi simple near field K-algebra
[ii] \(P := Z_Q (Z_Q (P))\).
[iii] \([Q : P'] = [K], [Q : P] = [P' : K], [Q : K] = [P : K][P' : K]
[iv] P and \(P'\) are linearly disjoint over L and [v] If P is a central semi simple near field algebras over K, then \(P \otimes_P P' \rightarrow Q\).

**Proof:** Is obvious.

**Proposition 5.2:** Let P be a finite dimensional central semi simple near field algebra over K. Let F be an extension semi simple near field of K such that \([F : K] = n = [P : K]^{1/2}\). Then there exists a K-linear near field homomorphism \(F \rightarrow_P P\) if and only if \(P \otimes_K F \cong M_n (F)\).

**Proof:** Is obvious.

**Theorem 5.3:** Let K be a semi simple near field and let Q be a finite dimensional central semi simple near field algebra over L. Let N be a non-trivial Q-module of finite length. Let P be a semi simple near field K-sub-algebra of Q. Let \(P' := Z_Q(A)\) be the centralizer of P in Q, then we have a natural isomorphism say \(\text{End}_Q (N) \otimes_K P' \rightarrow \text{End}_P (N)\).

**Proof:** We know that \(P'\) is a semi simple near field K-algebra, and \(H := \text{End}_Q (N)\) is a central semi simple near field K-algebra. So \(H \otimes_K P'\) is a semi simple near field K-algebra. Let J be the image of \(H \otimes_K P'\) in \(\text{End}_P (N)\), clearly we have \(H \otimes_K P' \rightarrow J\). Let \(S := \text{End}_K (N)\); Let \(J' := \text{End}_J (N)\). Further, we have
\[
J' = \text{End}_H (N) \cap \text{End}_P (N) = Q \cap Z_Q (P') = Z_Q (P') = P, \text{ the second and fourth equality follows from the double centralizer theorem. Hence } J = \text{End}_P (N). \text{ This completes the proof.}
\]

**Note 5.4:** Notation as in prop. 5.3. Let \(L := Z (P) = Z (P')\). Then \([P \otimes_L Z_Q (P)]\) and \([Q \otimes_Q L]\) are equal as elements of \(\text{Br} (L)\).
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